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Mirror mode structures in the asymmetric Hermean1

magnetosheath: Hybrid simulations2

David Herč́ık1,2, Pavel M. Trávńıček3,1, Jay R. Johnson4, Eun-Hwa Kim4, and
Petr Hellinger1

Abstract.3

Results of two global three-dimensional hybrid simulations of the solar wind interac-4

tion with the Hermean magnetosphere are presented for southward and northward inter-5

planetary magnetic field (IMF) orientations. Important dawn-dusk asymmetries of the Her-6

mean bow shock and magnetosheath are observed depending on the IMF orientation. For7

the southward IMF the dawn side has a thicker magnetosheath with higher β values and8

slower bulk velocities compared to the dusk side whereas for the northward IMF the dusk9

side has a thicker and higher β magnetosheath with slower bulk velocities. Mirror mode10

activity consequently appear at the dawn side for the southward IMF and at the dusk side11

for the northward IMF. A mechanism for the bow shock and magnetosheath asymmetries12

is proposed and discussed in the context of the Hermean and terrestrial magnetosheaths.13

14

1. Introduction

Mercury’s intrinsic magnetic field was originally observed15

by Mariner 10 [Ness et al., 1975] and recently confirmed by16

MErcury Surface, Space ENvironment, GEochemistry, and17

Ranging (MESSENGER) spacecraft measurements [Ander-18

son et al., 2008]. The current estimate of the Hermean mag-19

netic dipole moment ≈ 190 nTR3
M [Anderson et al., 2011]20

(where RM is the Hermean radius), so that its strength is21

about 2×103 times weaker than the Earth’s dipole moment.22

Although the Hermean magnetic field is weak, its interaction23

with the solar wind results in a magnetospheric structure24

qualitatively similar to the terrestrial magnetosphere [Slavin25

et al., 2008]. Thanks to many missions aimed to investigate26

Earth’s magnetosphere and together with missions to study27

large magnetospheres of outer planets, many observations28

and studies of the magnetosheath have been carried out.29

The terrestrial magnetosheath is a region with enhanced30

fluctuations, instabilities, and wave activity resulting from31

various sources. The solar wind itself is usually a source32

of low frequency waves. Density variations, Co-rotating In-33

teraction Regions (CIRs), or other sudden discontinuities in34

the solar wind flow cause bow shock pulsations which are35

then convected with plasma into the magnetosheath [Yu-36

moto, 1988].37

Quasi-parallel bow shock and adjacent foreshock region is38

another source of magnetosheath waves. Particles reflected39

from the bow shock travel backwards into the solar wind40

upstream region in the form of a beam which is the source41

of free energy, that is converted into various waves [Russell42

and Hoppe, 1983]. These waves are then convected back43
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into the magnetosheath [Krauss-Varban, 1995]. A quasi-44

perpendicular bow shock is the source of waves on itself.45

As the shocked plasma is heated preferably in the direc-46

tion perpendicular to ambient magnetic field, temperature47

anisotropy increases. This pressure anisotropy is a source48

of free energy for ion cyclotron and mirror waves. Another49

source of waves is the magnetopause which could generate50

waves as well [McPherron, 2005]. At the magnetopause,51

compressions also efficiently excite kinetic-scale shear Alfvén52

waves through mode conversion in the strong Alfvén velocity53

gradient [Johnson and Cheng , 1997b]. Kinetic Alfvén waves54

lead to significant plasma transport and heating [Johnson55

and Cheng , 2001; Chaston et al., 2008]. The magnetopause56

region is also favourable to Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, due57

to high velocity shear. Kelvin-Helmholtz instability then58

can generate magnetosheath waves for large Mach numbers59

[Miura, 1992] when the compressional mode energy can leak60

away from the shear layer [Taroyan and Erdélyi , 2002]. Fi-61

nally, processes inside the magnetosheath itself produce con-62

ditions favourable for generation of waves, such as plasma63

flow diversion and field line draping effects described by64

Zwan and Wolf [1976].65

Properties of the magnetosheath plasma and the corre-66

sponding wave activity depend on the parameters of the67

solar wind especially on the shock Mach number as well as68

on the angle between shock normal and the interplanetary69

magnetic field (IMF) – ΘBn. In particular, the temperature70

anisotropy T⊥/T‖ (where T⊥ and T‖ is the plasma tempera-71

ture in the perpendicular and parallel directions with respect72

to the local magnetic field B, respectively) decreases as ΘBn73

becomes less oblique [Ellacott and Wilkinson, 2007]. The74

temperature anisotropy is a source of free energy, which is75

released in the form of several types of waves. At the magne-76

topause, the field line draping produces perpendicular (with77

respect to the local magnetic field) compression producing78

the temperature anisotropy T⊥ > T‖ that is most significant79

in the plasma depletion layer.80

The magnetosheath waves have been investigated during81

studies based on data from various missions. For exam-82

ple, data from ISEE 1 and 2 has been analysed by Hu-83

bert et al. [1998], who suggests that different wave modes84

appear in the magnetosheath depending on the position in85

the magnetosheath. Successively from the bow shock to the86

magnetopause following modes have been identified, com-87

pressive and Alfvén ion cyclotron (AIC) mode, pure AIC,88
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mixed AIC and mirror mode, and pure mirror mode near89

the magnetopause. Pure mirror modes in isotropic plasma90

have zero real frequency (ωR = 0), however, modes with a91

non-zero real frequency have also been seen near the magne-92

topause where the real frequency is associated with plasma93

gradients [Johnson and Cheng , 1997a]. The most significant94

and abundant waves observed in the magnetosheath are AIC95

and mirror modes, which are generated for sufficiently large96

T⊥/T‖ > 1. AIC and mirror instabilities usually compete97

with each other for wide range of plasma parameters. Which98

one of these modes is the major contributor at particular99

magnetosheath position depends on particular conditions,100

such as the value of plasma β (ratio between the particle101

and magnetic pressures) or the particular composition of102

plasma [e.g., presence of alpha particles, cf., Gary et al.,103

1993]. Summary of this subject can be found, for example,104

in Lacombe and Belmont [1995] or Schwartz et al. [1996].105

Mirror waves and related temperature anisotropy driven106

instability has been reported already in 1960’s by [Barnes,107

1966; Hasegawa, 1969] and it has been studied increasingly108

recently, analysing data from space missions. Mirror insta-109

bility and waves have been extensively studied theoretically,110

e.g.[Kivelson and Southwood , 1996; Kuznetsov et al., 2007],111

via numerical simulations [Califano et al., 2008; Hellinger112

et al., 2009] as well as using satellite observations. The mir-113

ror mode has been reported in the Earth’s magnetosheath114

using data from various missions [e.g. Tsurutani et al.,115

1982; Fazakerley and Southwood , 1994; Walker et al., 2002;116

Tatrallyay et al., 2008]. Beside the Earth’s magnetosheath,117

mirror waves were observed and studied in magnetosheaths118

of outer planets [Violante et al., 1995; Bavassano-Cattaneo119

et al., 1998; Joy et al., 2006]. Mirror modes are also ob-120

served in the heliosheath downstream of the termination121

shock [Tsurutani et al., 2011].122

Mirror instability is a kinetic instability at fluid spatial123

scales [Hasegawa, 1969]. This instability results from the124

Landau (transit time) resonance of particles around v‖ = 0125

with a nonpropagating mirror mode [Southwood and Kivel-126

son, 1993], i.e., wave mode in a homogeneous plasma, where127

the mirror wave is a standing wave in the plasma rest frame128

(zero real part of the wave frequency). In the inhomoge-129

neous medium, drift terms appear in the frequency and the130

mirror mode becomes propagating. Assuming cold electrons131

and hot protons the threshold condition for bi-Maxwellian132

protons is133

Γ = β⊥

„
T⊥
T‖
− 1

«
− 1 > 0 (1)

(the marginal stability is at Γ = 0 and plasma is stable
with respect to the mirror instability for Γ < 0). The most
unstable mirror mode close to threshold appears for long
wavelengths and strongly oblique angles. The most unsta-
ble mode of the mirror instability can be estimated using a
cold electron approximation [Hasegawa, 1969]. For instance
the θkB angle of the most unstable mode is given as

θkB = arctan

„
2

r
χ

Γ

«
(2)

where χ = 1 + (β⊥ − β‖)/2 [Hellinger , 2007]. The mode is134

strongly compressional with magnetic variations parallel to135

the ambient magnetic field δB‖ much larger than the per-136

pendicular ones δB⊥. The mirror mode generate nonpropa-137

gating wave at the pressure equilibrium, i.e., it leads to the138

density variations which anticorrelate with the variations of139

the magnitude of the magnetic field.140

While the linear properties of the mirror instability are141

well known, its nonlinear behaviour is not well understood.142

Theoretical and numerical studies indicate that different143

mechanisms (quasilinear diffusion, wave-wave coupling, par-144

ticle trapping) participate in the nonlinear saturation [Pan-145

tellini et al., 1995; Kivelson and Southwood , 1996; Hellinger146

et al., 2009] leading to formation (of wave-trains) of strong147

pressure-balanced coherent structures in the form of mag-148

netic holes or humps. Fluid modelling [Passot and Sulem,149

2006] and hybrid simulations [Trávńıček et al., 2007b] pre-150

dict that magnetic humps are typically present when the151

system is linearly unstable (with respect to the mirror in-152

stability) whereas the magnetic holes are typically present in153

stable regions in agreement with in-situ observations [Soucek154

et al., 2008; Génot et al., 2009, 2011]. This indicates that the155

mirror instability generate magnetic humps which evolves to156

magnetic holes which survive in the mirror-stable plasma.157

The global terrestrial and Hermean magnetospheric158

structures are qualitatively similar but there are important159

differences. First, the physical dimensions are smaller for160

Mercury’s magnetosphere than for Earth’s magnetosphere.161

The smaller magnetic dipole moment at Mercury leads to a162

smaller magnetosphere with a magnetopause stand-off dis-163

tance only about 1.5 RM depending on the solar wind pres-164

sure whereas at Earth the stand-off distance is around 10165

RE , RM and RE are the Hermean and terrestrial radius re-166

spectively. The important parameter for kinetic effects to167

play significant role is the particle Larmor radius. Taking168

into account some typical plasma parameters near Earth and169

Mercury, we can calculate a typical proton Larmor radii.170

The parameters taken into account as well as the Larmor171

radius computed for magnetosheath and solar wind condi-172

tions at the Earth as well as at Mercury are given in Ta-173

ble 1. The Larmor radius is computed for protons having a174

temperature typical for given region. The temperature for175

the Hermean magnetosheath has been taken from estimate176

given by Massetti et al. [2003]. The resulting Larmor radii177

are examples based on typical plasma parameters expected178

at various locations to show the different plasma scales. For179

the magnetosheath plasma conditions the Hermean radius180

is on the order of ∼ 75 Larmor radii. We can compare Lar-181

mor radius to the stand-off distance, that express also the182

magnetic dipole strength of the planet. For magnetosheath183

conditions at Earth,the stand-off distance (≈10 RE from the184

planetary center) is about 1417 Larmor radii. At Mercury185

the stand-off distance (≈1.5 RE from the planetary center)186

is only 114 Larmor radii. This means, that finite Larmor187

radius effects will play more significant role at Mercury. Lo-188

cal kinetic effects might be also important in global aspects,189

Table 1. Typical plasma parameters for the magnetosheath
and solar wind conditions at Earth and Mercury.

Parameter Units Solar wind Magnetosheath

Earth Mercury Earth Mercury

n [cm−3] 5 40 15 120

B [nT] 5 35 20 40

T [K] 105 2× 105 3× 105 6× 105

vswa [km/s] 400 400 N/A N/A

vA
b [km/s] 49 120 113 80

rL
c [km] 104 21 45 32

rL
c [Rp]d 0.016 0.009 0.007 0.013

a vsw: solar wind velocity.
b vA: local Alfvén velocity.
c rL: local Larmor radius.
d Rp: planetary radius for Earth or Mercury, i.e., 6378 or

2439.7 km respectively.
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such as observed e.g. at Mars asymmetry in the magne-190

tosheath flow as reported by Dubinin et al. [1998]. Another191

significant difference is in the time response to any sudden192

solar wind input and processes in the magnetosheath. The193

dimensions, lack of ionosphere and stronger solar wind ram194

pressure lead to ≈ 30 times faster processes than at the195

Earth [Baumjohann et al., 2010].196

The IMF, which governs the magnetospheric structure197

and its dynamical response to the solar wind, is in average198

closer to radial near Mercury compared to the Earth’s orbit199

where the Parker spiral is more tilted and has a significant200

component in the East/West direction. The Parker spiral201

angle peaks at −30◦ and 150◦ at the Hermean orbit (be-202

tween 0.31 and 0.47 AU) as shown by the statistical study203

from Helios and MESSENGER data whereas at the Earth’s204

orbit the angle is −45◦ and 135◦ [Korth et al., 2011]. How-205

ever, the IMF depends on particular solar wind conditions206

and the important Bz component of the IMF is varying at207

both planets and could be either northward or southward.208

The orientation of IMF Bz also determines the magneto-209

spheric structure, i.e., the location of the foreshock region210

or the reconnection sites and therefore mass loading into the211

planetary magnetosphere. These effects seems to be present212

at Mercury as well.213

This paper focuses on mirror modes in the Hermean mag-214

netosheath. Mirror waves are generated by a mirror insta-215

bility [Hasegawa, 1969] which is active for sufficiently strong216

temperature anisotropy T⊥ > T‖. Here are some processes217

which can generate the anisotropy (T⊥ > T‖). First poten-218

tial source is a quasi-perpendicular bow shock, where the219

dissipation leads to this temperature anisotropy [Sckopke220

et al., 1983; Sckopke, 1995]. Second possible source of pres-221

sure anisotropy is related to changes of the plasma properties222

due to its flow around the magnetopause [e.g., the field line223

draping effect, cf., Tsurutani et al., 1982]. Another sources224

could also generate the temperature anisotropy, e.g., mag-225

netic field and plasma compression.226

In this paper we present a detailed analysis of three-227

dimensional (3-D) hybrid simulations of the interaction be-228

tween the solar wind and the Mercury focusing on the mirror229

wave activity in the magnetosheath. First we characterize230

the equatorial magnetosheath and try to explain observed231

dawn-dusk asymmetry. Then linked with the asymmetry, we232

investigate mirror waves in the equatorial region of the mag-233

netosheath. The data also show other regions and sources234

of mirror waves, that are not studied in detail. It is for ex-235

ample the quasi-perpendicular bow shock, that is source of236

temperature anisotropy and exhibits favourable condition237

for mirror wave generation. Mirror waves observed in the238

equatorial region appear to be generated by the day-side239

magnetosheath and magnetopause processes.240

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we present241

the simulations and data that have been used for the analy-242

sis. Global structure of the solar wind - Mercury interaction243

is then presented with special focus on the dawn-dusk asym-244

metry. Then mirror wave analysis follows for the two sim-245

ulation cases. Section 3 discusses some issues raised within246

the paper and finally section 4 concludes achieved results.247

2. Global hybrid simulations
2.1. Model parameters

In this paper we analyse the data from the updated global248

hybrid simulations based on older datasets introduced in249

Trávńıček et al. [2007a], Trávńıček et al. [2009], and de-250

scribed in more detail in Trávńıček et al. [2010]. The model251

remains similar, however higher resolution, lower downscal-252

ing, and dipolar offset is used as described below.253

The simulation box coordinates could be denoted as Her-254

mean centric Solar Wind with origin in the Hermean plane-255

tary centre, x-direction along the solar wind flow, z-direction256

along the magnetic axis and y-direction completing the257

right-hand coordinate system.258

We are using a scaled down model of Mercury with a mag-259

netic moment M = 100, 000Bswd
3
psw4π/µ0, where Bsw is the260

magnitude of the solar wind magnetic field, dpsw = c/ωppsw261

is the proton inertial length in the solar wind, c is the262

speed of light, ωppsw is the solar wind proton plasma fre-263

quency. The scaling is necessary due to a limited computa-264

tion resources. Real Mercury would need larger simulation265

box to maintain current resolution, which is not possible to266

achieve with available computation power we have. The so-267

lar wind magnetic field Bsw corresponds to 20 nT. The dpsw268

is equivalent to Larmor radius of proton with Alfvén speed269

dpsw ≡ vAsw/wgpsw, where vAsw is the Alfvén speed in the270

solar wind and wgpsw is the proton gyro-frequency in the271

solar wind. The downscaling preserves a stand-off magne-272

topause distance Rmp predicted from the pressure balance273

between the solar wind ram pressure Pram,sw and the magne-274

tospheric pressure: Rmp = [B2
eq/(2µ0Pram,sw)]1/6RM , where275

Beq is the magnetic field at the equator of the planet and276

before downscaling corresponds to 195 nT. Following recent277

observation of MESSENGER [Anderson et al., 2011], the278

dipolar magnetic field is shifted towards the north pole by279

0.2 RM . The scaled down radius RM always remains much280

larger than the local proton Larmor radius. As shown in281

Table 1, the planetary radius RM is ∼ 111 (∼ 76) Larmor282

radii for solar wind (magnetosheath) plasma respectively.283

The scaling factor in these simulations is 1.9, that means284

the planet will remain an obstacle for the solar wind having285

radius of several local Larmor radii.286

For the simulations here we use a 3-D simulation box287

with 940× 400× 400 mesh points distributed equidistantly288

along the three (Cartesian) dimensions with the spatial res-289

olution ∆x = 0.4 dpsw, ∆y = ∆z = dpsw. The planetary290

radius is RM = 21.727dpsw, which gives 17.3 × 18.4 × 18.4291

RM spatial resolution, taking into account one cell dimen-292

sions of 0.4 × 1.0 × 1.0 dpsw. The simulated planet cen-293

tre is located at the distance 5.19 RM in the solar wind294

flow direction. Macro-particles are advanced with the time295

step ∆t = 0.02ω−1
gpsw, where ωgpsw is the solar wind pro-296

ton gyrofrequency; whereas the electromagnetic fields are297

advanced with the finer time resolution ∆tB = ∆t/20.298

The magnetic field is initialized with a superposition of299

the homogeneous IMF Bsw and a dipolar planetary mag-300

netic field BM . The IMF Bsw = (Bx, 0, Bz), Bsw = 1,301

makes an angle ϕ = ±20◦ with respect to the +X axis (i.e.,302

with respect to the solar-wind flow direction) in the plane303

(X,Z). Here we refer to the simulation with northward IMF304

(ϕ = 20◦) as NIMF and to the simulation with southward305

IMF (ϕ = −20◦) as SIMF.306

At t = 0 the simulation box is loaded with 70 macro-307

particles in each cell outside the planet for both simulations308

NIMF and SIMF, representing the solar wind Maxwellian309

isotropic protons with the density np = npsw and the bulk310

speed vp = (4vAsw, 0, 0). This plasma flow is continuously311

injected from the left boundary of the simulation box at312

X = −5.19RM . The ratio of proton to magnetic pressure in313

the solar wind is βpsw = 1.314

At boundaries, we use open boundary conditions, i.e.,315

macro-particles freely leave the simulation box on all sides.316

Macro-particles hitting the planetary surface (set at RM =317

21.727 dpsw) are removed from the simulation. We keep318

∂B/∂t = 0 in the interior of the planet and ∂E/∂r = 0.319

The simulation unit settings corresponds to condition of320

slow solar wind with speed ∼ 450 km/s and density of 15321

cm−3.322

2.2. Global structure of the interaction

The general structure of the solar wind interaction with323

the Hermean magnetosphere with its various features has324
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been described in [Trávńıček et al., 2010]. The simulated325

data are also in good qualitative agreement with MESSEN-326

GER measurements. Analysis showed typical terrestrial-like327

magnetosphere with bow shock ahead of the planet, magne-328

tosheath with plasma flowing around the planet along the329

magnetospheric boundary - the magnetopause. The inner330

magnetosphere exhibits a plasma belt around the planet,331

that is connected to the current sheet in the tail region.332

Two cases has been studied and presented: northward333

and southward IMF. One clear distinction for the two cases334

is the location of the quasi-parallel and quasi-perpendicular335

bow shock, which causes magnetosheath asymmetry (north-336

south in case of IMF in meridian plane). Quasi-parallel bow337

shock is an active region, with turbulent magnetosheath338

and adjacent foreshock. In the foreshock region wave ac-339

tivity rises, due to backscattered ions from the bow shock340

interacting with incoming solar wind. In contrast, the341

quasi-perpendicular bow shock is a quasi-laminar strong342

and well defined shock boundary, that generates temper-343

ature anisotropy. The free energy in the anisotropy is then344

converted to ion cyclotron waves travelling into the magne-345

tosheath. In particular for southward IMF, the foreshock346

region is located in the northern part of the bow shock,347

where the IMF is parallel to the shock normal. Due to the348

low angle (20◦) of the IMF to the solar wind flow, the quasi-349

perpendicular shock is in the southern part further from the350

sub-solar line at the flank.351

The Bz component of IMF, and especially its direction,352

affects the overall magnetospheric structure. For southward353

IMF (SIMF), the magnetosphere is open, which means, that354

reconnection of IMF and magnetospheric magnetic field lines355

takes place ahead of the planet and solar wind in the recon-356

nection region can directly enter the magnetopause, that357

leads into higher total pressure in the magnetosphere and358

widened magnetospheric tail. On the northern part of the359

day-side magnetopause the IMF fieldlines reconnect to Her-360

mean magnetospheric fieldlines and are then convected with361

the magnetosheath plasma flow towards the tail. The north-362

ern magnetospheric lobe also exhibits certain plasma den-363

sity, as the solar wind penetrates along the fieldlines into364

the magnetospheric region.365

In the northward IMF (NIMF) case, the magnetosphere is366

’closed’ and the field lines are bent along the magnetopause.367

Reconnection could take place in the southern tail lobe re-368

gion and in the polar cusps.369

As presented, and as expected, the different IMF orien-370

tation (opposite Bz component) leads to north-south asym-371

metry in the foreshock region location. Different magnetic372

field topology however also leads to significant differences in373

the magnetospheric structure as described below in respect374

to dawn-dusk magnetosheath.375

2.3. Magnetosheath

In the present analysis we focus on the magnetosheath376

region. For the analysis purposes, we have prepared fit-377

ting procedure to obtain bow shock (BS) and magnetopause378

(MP) boundary locations and magnetosheath thickness. We379

have investigated different approaches, i.e. minimum vari-380

ance analysis, pressure balance, however presented fitting381

seems to be most robust for the simulated dataset.382

We have fitted the dayside magnetosheath at the mag-383

netic equatorial plane to be able to select magnetosheath384

data only. The boundary detection method is based on 1D385

data processing. The proton current density is used as an386

indicator of the magnetopause. Data are acquired along387

a virtual trajectory from the planetary surface across the388

magnetosheath, in order to locate the MP position. Then389

the current density profile is fitted to a tanh function us-390

ing the least square method. The inflection point indicates391

the MP location. For the bow shock a similar approach is392

adopted, similar to Bale et al. [2003]. Here, we use the same393

trajectory for locating the MP but truncated only to points394

from the MP position further from the planet. This time395

density data along this trajectory are used for the fit (also396

with tanh function). Again an inflection point indicates the397

boundary location. The method however does not provide398

fully automatic procedure and at some critical points (not399

sharp enough transition, pre and post boundary oscillations,400

etc.) need manual correction.401

Figure 1 shows the bow shock and magnetopause bound-402

ary locations on the dayside magnetosheath at the magnetic403

equatorial plane, where the magnetic equatorial plane is de-404

fined as the plane parallel to geographic equator shifted by405

0.2 RM towards the north pole. This shift stems from the406

offset of the dipolar field of Mercury observed by MESSEN-407

GER [Anderson et al., 2011] and implemented in our sim-408

ulations. Figure 1 presents comparison of two IMF cases409

(southward panel a) and northward panel b)). The main410

feature, we will focus at first, is the apparent asymmetry in411

magnetosheath geometry, that is connected to asymmetric412

plasma flow.413

2.4. Dawn-dusk asymmetry

IMF orientation drives the structure of the magneto-414

sphere, i.e. foreshock or reconnection position that presents415

certain asymmetry. The magnetosheath exhibits asymme-416

try also in the equatorial plane, i.e. the plane with normal417

parallel to the IMF orientation. The differences can be seen418

in the equatorial plane comparing dawn and dusk regions419

of the magnetosheath. In case of SIMF the dawn magne-420

tosheath is thicker, with lower density and magnetic field421

intensity than on the dusk side. In contrast, in the NIMF422

case, the dawn magnetosheath exhibits higher density and423

magnetic field intensity, while the duskside magnetosheath424

is wider. For comparison see Figure 1 with density data in425

color where the bow shock and magnetopause are indicated426

by red and green lines respectively. The data are plotted in427

the magnetic equatorial plane. White lines represent plasma428

flowlines and black dashed lines show virtual paths through429

data across the magnetosheath at the dawn, dusk, and sub-430

solar regions.431

Figure 2 shows data along these three paths, that are in432

the magnetic equator plane (panel a) for trajectory 1S, b)433

for 2S, and c) for 3S). It shows density, magnetic field, and434

total pressure (magnetic + plasma) profiles. Yellow fit of435

the density data is over-plotted. The fit has been done via436

least square fitting on the following function:437

f = C1 tanh(C2x + C3) + C4 tanh(−C5x + C6) + C7 (3)

Where x is the position along the path density and C1 to438

C7 are indexes to be found. The figures indicate the density439

fit with a yellow line, the location of the bow shock by a440

green vertical line, and the location of the magnetopause by441

a vertical blue line. Dashed lines indicate bow shock and442

magnetopause width estimated based on the fitted curve.443

For the location estimate of the bow shock ratio of param-444

eters C3/C2 has been used, as it indicates the shift of the445

tanh function in the x-axis. The inflection point of the curve446

is used as the location proxy of the bow shock. Similarly447

magnetopause position is estimated from indexes C6/C5.448

Already in the Figure 1, clear differences in the bow shock449

position can be seen. For southward IMF (panel a)), the450

bow shock is shifted towards dawn and for northward (b))451

towards dusk side. A noticeable difference is also at the452

magnetopause position, where at the SIMF case the stand-453

off distance is significantly shifted planet-ward, being around454

0.3 RM from the planetary surface. For northward orienta-455

tion, the stand-off distance is approximately 0.7 RM . The456
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Table 2. Comparison of dawn and dusk average values for
basic plasma parameters.

Parameter Units SIMF NIMF
DAWN DUSK DAWN DUSK

np [npsw] 2.74 2.62 2.7 2.4
B [Bsw] 2.17 2.30 2.54 2.22
β [ ] 2.30 1.66 1.08 1.85
T [Tsw] 1.97 1.67 1.29 1.9
v [vsw] 1.87 2.63 2.63 2.26

Values are averages from magnetosheath region in the mag-
netic equator plane for y > 0 for dawn and y < 0 for dusk region

smaller stand-off distance for southward IMF results from457

magnetopause erosion via low latitude reconnection, that458

has higher rate than in case of northward IMF.459

Figure 2 displays the observables across magnetosheath460

and provides a more detailed view on the magnetosheath461

thickness that we define by distance from the bow shock to462

the magnetopause crossing along path normal to the bow463

shock boundary. It shows also estimated widths of bow464

shock (BS) magnetopause (MP) and magnetosheath (MS).465

The fitting procedures have its limitations and in some cases466

produce non-satisfactory results, as in case of 2S trajectory.467

This is caused by the shape of density profile along the tra-468

jectory, with high density pile up just ahead of the magne-469

topause comparing the bow shock ramp. Therefore for the470

fit it appears more as a peak near the magnetopause and the471

bow shock jump as a fluctuation only. Here the bow shock472

width value is not representative.473

We have used the fitted bow shock and magnetopause474

(as indicated in Figure 1) to define the magnetosheath re-475

gion and compute various observables in the dawn and dusk476

region separately. The dawn region is defined as magne-477

tosheath region for y > 0 and dusk region for y < 0. Com-478

puted values for the magnetic equatorial plane are given in479

Table 2.480

For SIMF the dusk region exhibits higher average mag-481

netic filed intensity, lower β, lower proton temperature, and482

significantly higher plasma flow velocity and vice versa for483

the case of NIMF. This asymmetry is probably affected by484

two main aspects - magnetosheath thickness and magne-485

tosheath plasma flow.486

The magnetosheath thickness is related to the bow shock487

(BS) shape. In the ideal symmetric case, the bow shock488

is axis-symmetric and the magnetosheath is therefore also489

symmetric. What properties and magnetospheric processes490

cause the bow shock to be asymmetric? First, processes at491

the bow shock itself might play significant role, but also a492

magnetosheath flow, its direction and velocity might also493

influence the bow shock.494

At the bow shock, some of the ions are reflected at the495

shock front and accelerated by the solar wind convective496

electric field (Ec). These particles could gain up to twice497

their original energy [Baumjohann and Treumann, 1996] and498

due to gyro-motion hit again the bow shock. The solar wind499

dissipates the energy by these particles. When looking at500

the geometry, the gyration orientation might imply some501

asymmetric aspects, in case the Larmor radius is not neg-502

ligible. For illustrative purposes to understand the origin503

of the asymmetry, we refer to Figure 3. First consider the504

SIMF case shown on panel a). The sketch shows the sit-505

uation with southward interplanetary magnetic field, that506

implies a duskward convective electric field. The purple507

line indicates the symmetric (ideal) bow shock with stag-508

nation point indicated by purple marker (SPS). When look-509

ing at the gyration motion on the dawn side, reflected pro-510

tons travel shorter paths and could gain less energy than511

on the dusk side of the bow shock. Therefore, the amount512

of energy dissipated on the dawn side is lower than on the513

dusk side. In order to increase the dissipation energy on the514

dawn side the change of geometry is necessary. Via shift of515

the bow shock stagnation point dawn-ward, the shock Mach516

number increases, due to the change of the normal of the517

bow shock. The normal vector of the bow shock at partic-518

ular point increases its sun-ward component, which hence519

increases shock Mach number. The normal component of520

the reflected proton at this particular position is increased,521

in respect to original bow shock shape, and therefore the522

dissipation of the energy becomes higher. On the dusk side523

same mechanism cause decrease in the dissipation and the524

balance of the dissipation on both sides (dawn and dusk) is525

achieved. As a result, the bow shock shape changes and the526

stagnation point shifts towards dawn. For northward IMF527

the situation is vice versa because the gyration switches di-528

rection. The situation is sketched on panel b) of Figure 3.529

Proposed hypothesis is one of possible explanations of the530

primary source of the mechanism. Most likely, the kinetic531

effects will play significant role in the mechanism, but addi-532

tionally other effects on the bow shock and behind will prob-533

ably contribute to the asymmetry as well as the flow within534

the magnetosheath itself.535

The shape of the bow shock implies the magnetosheath536

flow. In particular the angle between solar wind direc-537

tion and the bow shock normal affects the velocity direc-538

tion change behind the shock. Behind the shock, there is a539

change in tangent (to the bow shock) component of the ve-540

locity in order to bend the flow around the obstacle. At the541

stagnation point, precisely, the flow should be not diverted.542

On either sides of the stagnation point, the flow deviates543

in opposite directions. The estimation on the tangent com-544

ponent magnitude can be derived from Rankine-Hugoniot545

conditions [Zwan and Wolf , 1976, cf.].546

The bow shock asymmetry previously discussed implies547

a shift in the stagnation point. In other words, the location548

of the bow shock, where the shock normal is anti-parallel to549

the solar wind flow, shifts towards dawn in SIMF case as550

indicated by red marker (SPA) in Figure 3 panel a).551

Hence the flow diverts asymmetrically along the planet,552

but more solar wind plasma flow towards dusk side of the553

magnetosheath (for SIMF case). Due to the bow shock shift,554

magnetosheath thickness at the dusk region is lower than on555

the dawn side resulting in a faster magnetosheath plasma556

flow.557

This initial flow pattern applies near the bow shock; how-558

ever, in the inner magnetosheath other effects could play559

role in the flow asymmetry. One of the candidates is grad560

B drift. It switches direction based on the magnetic field561

direction. One could expect the magnetic field increasing562

towards the magnetopause by a so called draping effect re-563

sulting in a magnetic field gradient pointing towards mag-564

netopause. The drift velocity would then contribute to the565

flow in the duskward direction in case of SIMF. However,566

when studying the magnetosheath in detail, the magnetic567

field is highly variable when going from the bow shock to568

the magnetopause. The resulting drift speeds does not ap-569

pear to have collective behaviour, that would contribute to570

the general magnetosheath flow. In the case of SIMF, mag-571

netic merging might lessen the draping effect significantly.572

However even in the NIMF, the magnetic field also varies573

significantly, not allowing global magnetic field gradient di-574

rection.575

Although the magnetic field gradient is not adequate to576

account for the asymmetry, the total pressure gradient, i.e.577

plasma plus magnetic field pressure, seems to rise steadily578

(in average) towards the magnetopause. Examples of the579

total pressure data acquired from the simulation data along580

subsolar path in the dayside magnetosheath are shown in581

Figure 2 on all panels for different magnetosheath cross-582

ings. This gradient would cause diamagnetic current to be583

directed duskward (dawnward) in SIMF(NIMF) case respec-584

tively. However, the resulting plasma behaviour is complex585

with contributions from the various drifts.586
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The sum of the afore mentioned aspects, that are depen-587

dent on the IMF direction, act in unison towards thinner588

magnetosheath and faster plasma in dusk region for SIMF589

and dawn region for NIMF.590

Is there some further effect of the asymmetry of the591

magnetosheath flow and properties further in the magne-592

tosheath? We have investigated the wave activity in respect593

to the mirror waves comparing the two sides (dawn/dusk)594

of the magnetosheath.595

2.5. Mirror mode identification

A good indicator of the mirror mode activity is an an-596

ticorrelation between the magnetic field B and the proton597

density np fluctuations. It does not however grant a unique598

mode identification and several other methods exist in [cf.,599

Schwartz et al., 1996]. We have computed (Pearson) corre-600

lation coefficient between the proton density and magnetic601

field 〈np, B〉 from simulated data using 125 nearest space602

points.603

As the anticorrelations provide necessary but not suffi-604

cient indicator of the mirror wave activity we have looked605

at other properties of the mirror waves. These are plasma606

beta and mirror mode instability threshold. As a final con-607

firmation, the spatial Fourier analysis has been made.608

2.5.1. Results for Southward IMF609

We will first focus on the simulation SIMF with south-610

ward IMF. As stated above, the first indicator for mirror611

waves that we examine is the enhanced anticorrelation of612

density and magnetic field. The computed correlations for613

both simulations are shown in Figure 4. Figure 4 left panel614

shows correlation 〈np, B〉 in the magnetosheath for SIMF615

case in magnetic equator plane. For comparison, the right616

panel shows the same plot for NIMF.617

Figure 4 left panel shows that a region of strong anti-618

correlations occurs near the inner magnetosheath, i.e. in619

the region further from boundaries - bow shock and mag-620

netopause) at the dawn side of the planet. Ahead of the621

planetary centre, anticorrelations start to appear near the622

day-side magnetopause and then are advanced towards the623

dawn region.624

Correlation 〈np, B〉 is high at the bow shock where these625

two quantities increase simultaneously. In the inner magne-626

tosheath the correlation is mainly characterized by scattered627

positive values except in the aforementioned dawn region.628

Close to the magnetopause, the correlations drop to nega-629

tive values. The inner part of the dawn side of the magne-630

tosheath exhibits anticorrelations all along the magnetotail631

and the area of anticorrelations broadens together with the632

magnetosheath thickness itself. There are anticorrelations633

visible also in the further tail (from approximately 5 RM634

behind the planet) in the whole magnetosheath.635

The dawn region for SIMF has been found to be thicker636

with lower plasma flow velocity, higher temperature, and637

higher β (see Figure 2 and Table 2). High beta conditions638

are favourable for mirror waves. The conditions for mirror639

instability to grow are given by the growth factor in equa-640

tion (1). When looking at the global conditions for mirror641

mode in case of SIMF, in terms of high Γ, they are favourable642

for mirror instability growth behind the quasi-perpendicular643

shock, i.e. in the southern part of the magnetosheath. High644

Γ values could be found also at the magnetopause behind645

the quasi-parallel bow-shock, i.e. at the northern part of646

the magnetosphere. Let us focus however, on the region of647

interest, the dayside magnetosheath at magnetic equatorial648

plane, here Γ shows an enhanced (> 0) growth factor near649

the dawn side magnetopause, while the dusk side (ahead of650

the planet) exhibits lower values, as shown on Figure 5 panel651

a). Further behind the planet in the magnetosheath, the Γ652

value approaches marginal stability.653

Based on this preliminary indicator of possible mirror654

waves, further analysis has been performed in order to in-655

vestigate region of anticorrelations and possible mirror wave656

activity. High Γ values on the dawn side indicate the possi-657

ble growth of the mirror instability, that could lead in mir-658

ror waves growth and appearance further downstream in the659

magnetosheath.660

We have acquired data along one selected flowline, that661

crosses the dawn side at magnetic equator plane. The path662

is indicated by a black dashed line in Figure 4. Data along663

the flowline are plotted in Figure 6. The anticorrelations664

could be seen comparing magnetic field (panel a)) and pro-665

ton density field (panel b)). However further downstream666

the density variations are not large and the anticorrelation667

is not visible clearly at first glance. Just behind the bow668

shock, mirror mode is unstable Γ > 0 (panel c)), oscillat-669

ing around marginal stability further downstream. Proton670

β (β = npKBT/(B
2/2µ0)) on panel d) also shows high val-671

ues along the path, another favourable condition fore mirror672

waves. Moreover β is exhibiting sharp changes: drops and673

peaks. Such a structure is consistent with anticorrelations674

of density and magnetic field. High proton density and low675

magnetic field means high β and on the contrary high mag-676

netic field and low density means low β. Finally panel e)677

shows temperature anisotropy to be higher than 1 most of678

the path, that is a source of energy for the mirror instability679

to grow from.680

For further analysis we have chosen two areas on the op-681

posite side of the Hermean magnetosheath. One region is682

located on the dawn (denoted by the black rectangle in Fig-683

ure 4) and is in the range of coordinates: x ∈ (0.3, 1.5),684

y ∈ (2.3, 3.8), and z ∈ (−0.7, 0.7). The other on the dusk685

(white rectangle in Figure 4) side of the planet within coor-686

dinates: x ∈ (0.3, 1.5), y ∈ (−3.8,−2.3), and z ∈ (−0.7, 0.7).687

Data from these regions have been used for further analysis688

in order to highlight the differences of these regions in terms689

of mirror waves. Average values of β have been computed for690

the selected regions. For the dawn region β = 3.57 whereas691

for the dusk region β = 1.80, which is consistent with en-692

hanced observations of mirror waves in the dawn region.693

As a final confirmation of the mirror waves present in694

the magnetosheath, we have performed spatial Fourier anal-695

ysis of the two different regions of the magnetosheath, one696

dataset is taken from the dawn (expected mirror waves) and697

the other from the dusk side as indicated in Figure 4 with698

black rectangle showing selected area for dawn and white699

rectangle for dusk region.700

The analysis has been performed on the two datasets701

selected from magnetic field simulated data, subtracting702

the background average field and removing waves with703

wavenumbers equal to ±1, that correspond to the dimen-704

sions of the box selected for the analysis. Figure 7 shows in705

arbitrary units normalized magnetic field energy distribu-706

tion according to the wavevectors in the k‖ versus k⊥ plane707

in four regions. Results from the SIMF simulation are shown708

for dawn region on panel a) and for dusk region on panel c).709

Panel a) displays the results of the analysis taking the710

data from the dawn region, the one suspected of mirror711

waves. There is main maxima marked by the star marker712

corresponding to θkB = 82◦, being the angle between mag-713

netic field B and wavevector, k. Mirror waves propagate714

perpendicularly or strongly obliquely in respect to ambient715

magnetic field direction. Gary [1992] also showed, that θkB716

also depends inversely on the plasma β, so the θkB shifts717

from perpendicular direction to lower values with increas-718

ing β. According to hybrid expanding box (HEB) simula-719

tions by Trávńıček et al. [2007b], the θkB for mirror waves720

is between approximately 60◦ and 90◦. We have computed721

the theoretical θkB (in the Equation (2)) for the dawn side722

at the subsolar region, where the mirror waves likely orig-723

inate. We have used data from the dawn sub-solar mag-724

netosheath. In particular the data from magnetosheath in725
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the magnetic equator plane have been limited to the region726

x ∈ (−2, 0)RM , y ∈ (0, 4.5)RM . Furthermore, data only727

from locations, where the mirror mode should be unstable,728

i.e. Γ > 0 have been used. Resulting average θkB in this729

selected dataset is 64.68◦, which is lower than the maxima730

in the Fourier analysis marked with a star. However the731

Fourier analysis result indicates waves with a broader range732

of θkB angles. And the theoretical value is an average from733

the magnetic equator plane only, that might not involve all734

source locations.735

We have also computed the corresponding wavelength [us-736

ing Eq. (25) of Hellinger , 2007] in order to confirm, that the737

mirror waves would be able to grow within the unstable re-738

gion of Mercury’s magnetosheath. The computed averaged739

value is λ = 8.7dpsw. We have used the same selected points740

as for previous θkB computation. The magnetosheath di-741

mensions are much larger than this value, and therefore,742

the local theory of instability discussed above is applicable.743

The corresponding k vector is 0.72, that corresponds to the744

maxima marked in panel a).745

Panel c) shows the results dusk side region, that show746

different pattern. Quasi-parallel waves could be found in747

the spectrum, that are more likely ion cyclotron waves. The748

maximum near zero k value should be accounted for arti-749

ficial contribution to the spectrum, or probably bow shock750

crossing, that interferes with the selected region.751

It can be concluded, that the mirror instability grows in752

the day-side dawn magnetosheath region giving rise to mir-753

ror waves that are then transported with the plasma flow754

further down-stream into the magnetosheath.755

2.5.2. Results for Northward IMF756

For comparison, we have performed the same analysis for757

the second simulation NIMF with the northward IMF. The758

computed correlations are shown in Figure 4 panel b). In759

this case, the anticorrelations appear in the dusk region, i.e.,760

at the opposite position compared with the southward IMF761

orientation. Similar asymmetry is visible in the Figure 5762

panel b), that shows Γ. In contrast to the SIMF simulation,763

here the enhanced mirror growth regions appears on the764

dusk side. Also the Fourier analysis confirms the fact that765

the mirror waves are generated in the magnetic equator near766

the dusk region (see Figure 7, panel b) for dawn and panel767

d) for dusk side). The properties and behaviour on the dusk768

side correspond to the dawn side in simulation SIMF and769

vice versa. There is therefore a mirror wave source mecha-770

nism, that is asymmetric in the magnetosheath and depends771

on the IMF orientation.772

3. Discussion

We have observed magnetosheath asymmetry in the equa-773

torial plane for northward and southward IMF, that is driven774

by the IMF orientation. The asymmetry appears in the bow775

shock geometry as well as in the magnetosheath properties.776

The asymmetry is most probably result of a combination777

of kinetic effects on the bow shock and drifts in the magne-778

tosheath. A hypothesis for explanation of the primary driver779

of the effect has been provided. We believe, that the origin780

of asymmetry lies in energy dissipation in the dusk and the781

dawn region generated due to a local geometry of the bow782

shock and significant Larmor radius. For confirmation of783

the hypothesis and explanation of further mechanisms that784

contribute to the effect, detailed study shall be provided com-785

paring enhanced simulations and in-situ data.786

Certainly, the kinetic effect will be significant only in case787

the Larmor radius, compared to the magnetospheric struc-788

ture, is not negligible. In the present simulations, we have789

used the downscaled planet by approximately factor of 1.9.790

This would increase importance of the kinetic effects. The791

real Hermean magnetosphere might exhibit less significant792

asymmetry.793

In order to estimate the effect in for real conditions, we794

have carried a test particle simulation for the Earth and Mer-795

cury case using Chao et al. [2002] model of the Earth’s bow796

shock and similar shape model with adapted parameters for797

Mercury (with stand-off bow shock distance estimated to798

2 RM ). A 2D simulation of the proton specular reflection799

shows the differences in energies of reflected proton that hits800

the bow shock second time for the dawn and dusk side of the801

magnetosphere. Protons has been injected ahead of the bow802

shock (in X direction -5 RM for Mercury and -20 RE for the803

Earth) at +/- 1 and +/-2 RM (RE) for Mercury (Earth)804

respectively. The simulation injects a proton ahead of the805

bow shock with initial bulk and thermal velocity. Then it806

proceeds with the trajectory calculation, at the bow-shock807

specular reflection takes place modifying the normal compo-808

nent of the particle velocity (reversing and multiplying by809

2). On the second encounter with bow shock final energy of810

the incident proton is calculated. Table 3 summarizes the811

results of the simulation with following input parameters:812

proton bulk speed = 400 km/s, proton thermal speed = 70813

km/s, and IMF = 35 nT for Mercury. For the Earth, the814

parameters are following: proton bulk speed = 400 km/s,815

proton thermal speed = 50 km/s, and IMF = 5 nT.816

For Mercury case, the geometry and conditions result in817

a situation, where the energy of reflected and accelerated818

protons, that hit the bow shock for the second time after819

reflection, is much higher in the dusk region for southward820

IMF and in dawn region for northward IMF. In particular821

for Mercury with southward IMF at the distance of 2RM822

from the subsolar line the energy gain of one proton on the823

dawn side is 0.7 less than on the dusk side. For the Earth824

at 2RE from the subsolar the energy gain is only 0.96 times825

less on the dawn side than on the dusk side.826

The effect is general and should take place in all supercrit-827

ical bow shocks, where reflected ions contribute significantly828

to the energy dissipation. How significant is the effect, is829

however dependent on the ratio of magnetospheric to Lar-830

mor radius scales.831

There is also a question of whether the presented simu-832

lations are relevant to real Hermean conditions. The main833

concern in respect to the kinetic effects on the bow shock834

is about the shock Mach number and the criticality of the835

shock as it defines the role and amount of reflected protons836

on the bow shock.837

At Mercury, high variability of shock numbers are to838

be expected from MA ∼ 1 to highly supercritical num-839

bers [Baumjohann et al., 2006; Clark , 2007; Fujimoto et al.,840

2007], as well as the plasma beta that can be from 0.2 to 0.9841

[Fujimoto et al., 2007]. Conditions for supercritical shock842

are as well likely to be observed as for sub-critical. More-843

over, even for low Mach numbers and low beta conditions,844

reflected protons still might be present and play significant845

role. As Hellinger et al. [2002] showed the role of reflected846

particles is important for a large variety of Mach numbers847

and plasma beta. In particular Figure 2 in Hellinger et al.848

[2002] shows, that even for beta 0.2 and Mach number 2,849

the shock is non-stationary and therefore there is a high850

percentage of reflected ions.851

In the presented simulations the Alfvén Mach number on852

the sub-solar point in the simulations is 4, beta in the solar853

wind is 0.5. For the magnetosheath the parameters vary,854

beta have values from below 1 up to 10. Region of sus-855

pected mirror waves has high beta conditions. Comparing856

these values from the simulation to e.g. values mentioned in857

Fujimoto et al. [2007] the Mach number is typically 3.9 and858

beta is 0.5 at the perihelion, which matches the simulation859

set up.860

The dawn-dusk asymmetry in the magnetosheath has861

been recently observed by MESSENGER in terms of Kelvin-862

Helmholtz waves. Sundberg et al. [2012] reported, the K-863

H waves appearing in the post-noon and dusk region of864
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Table 3. Model results of the energy (in eV) gain difference of the bow shock reflected protons. The proton
injected at the distance indicated in the table with ’+’ sign relevant for DAWN and ’−’ sign for DUSK region.

Mercury Earth
SIMF NIMF SIMF NIMF

+/-1 RM +/-2 RM +/-1 RM +/-2 RM +/-1 RE +/-2 RE +/-1 RE +/-2 RE

dawn
[eV]

7271 7066 14114 9846 9850 9688 12845 12257

dusk
[eV]

10445 12005 10807 8189 10212 10227 12401 11321

ratioa 0.70 0.59 1.31 1.20 0.96 0.95 1.04 1.08
a ratio of dawn/dusk energy values

the magnetopause. The asymmetry seen in the simulations865

might also explain such observations, while the K-H insta-866

bility is generated for high velocity shear. As shown above,867

there is quite strong asymmetry in the velocity flow for dusk868

and dawn region. More detailed study of the K-H behaviour869

and dependency on the IMF and other conditions will be also870

part of a future study.871

We have reported observed mirror waves at the872

dawn/dusk side for southward/northward orientation of the873

IMF respectively, most probably generated near the day-874

side magnetopause region. However, favourable conditions875

for mirror waves are found also just behind the quasi-876

perpendicular shock and near the magnetopause, especially877

at the magnetopause behind the quasi-parallel bow shock.878

4. Conclusions

We have performed a study of the IMF dependence of mir-879

ror mode structures in the magnetosheath of Mercury using880

hybrid simulations. The simulations used for this study and881

some results of the data analysis have been presented in a882

previous paper by [Trávńıček et al., 2010]. Here we have fo-883

cused on the dawn-dusk asymmetry feature of the data sets.884

The asymmetry seems to be driven by the IMF orientation885

and, as we argued, stems from local kinetic processes at the886

bow shock and combination of drifts in the magnetosheath.887

The asymmetry appears in magnetosheath parameters and888

also in the geometry.889

We have focused on the mirror waves identified within the890

Hermean magnetosheath near the magnetic equatorial plane891

in order to estimate the effect of the asymmetry. First, corre-892

lations of ion density and magnetic field magnitude (〈np, B〉)893

have been computed. This feature serves as a first indica-894

tor of mirror waves because mirror waves exhibit anticor-895

relations of np and B. The correlation values have been896

computed in the entire simulation box for both simulation897

cases (SIMF and NIMF). Enhanced anticorrelations were898

observed in the inner magnetosheath of both simulations,899

but they occurred in different regions. For the SIMF simu-900

lation, there is a region of anticorrelations on the dawn side901

of the planet. When looking at data from the other simula-902

tion, NIMF, the enhanced anticorrelation region appears on903

the opposite (dusk) side.904

We have carried a set of analysis in order to confirm mir-905

ror waves to be present. Focusing on the SIMF simulation,906

on the dawn side there are indicators favouring mirror waves.907

There is higher average β and region of enhanced mirror908

mode growth factor Γ on the dawn side than on the dusk909

side. Final verification of the presence of waves was demon-910

strated through spectral Fourier analysis. The results have911

shown significant wave activity in the dawn region and quiet912

conditions on the dusk side for simulation SIMF. For the sec-913

ond simulation NIMF, the situation is vice versa. The waves914

appear on the dusk side of the magnetosheath.915

Mirror unstable conditions are in the day-side magne-916

tosheath region predominantly on dawn (dusk) side for917

SIMF (NIMF) respectively. There, where the magnetic field918

lines are draping ahead of the magnetopause, the plasma β919

and temperature anisotropy increase giving rise to mirror920

instability. Then mirror waves starts to grow and transfer921

the energy with the plasma flow towards the inner magne-922

tosheath.923

Further investigation of the magnetosheath asymmetry924

and comparison with real data obtained by the MESSEN-925

GER spacecraft will follow.926
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Figure 1. Color plots of proton density at the magnetic
equator plane (0.2 RM of the geographic equator plane).
Panel a) shows data from the simulation SIMF and panel
b) from the simulation NIMF. White solid lines show a
projection of 3D flowlines started at the displayed plane
-3 RM ahead of the planet. The red solid line indicates a
bow shock boundary and the green line indicates a mag-
netopause. The black dashed lines are virtual paths for
further use later in the text.
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Figure 2. Data along virtual paths through datasets
from SIMF as displayed in the Figure 1 on the left. Panel
a) shows data for the trajectory 1S, panel b) for the tra-
jectory 2S, and panel c) for 3S. All display proton density,
magnetic field, and total pressure (plasma + magnetic)
along the selected trajectory. All variables are normal-
ized to the solar wind values, i.e. nsw, Bsw, and plasma
pressure psw. The magnetic field values are trimmed at
4.5 value and for total pressure at 30. Furthermore a fit
of density data using function (3) is given. Based on the
fit, positions of a bow shock and a magnetopause are in-
dicated by the green and the blue solid vertical lines with
estimated width of the boundary by dashed lines with re-
spective colour. An estimated width of a bow shock, a
magnetopause and a magnetosheath are given in proton
inertial lengths in the solar wind dpsw.
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Figure 3. Sketch of processes leading to an asymmetric
magnetosheath. Panel a) shows the configuration in the
case of purely southward IMF and panel b) for northward
IMF. Legend :Ec - Convective electric field, SW - Solar
wind flow, BSS - Symmetric bow shock, BSA - Asym-
metric bow shock, SPS - Symmetric stagnation point,
SPA - Asymmetric stagnation point, VD - Total drift di-
rection, ∇P - Total pressure gradient,

J
- Magnetic field

pointing up,
N

- Magnetic field pointing down.

Figure 4. Colour scale plots of a correlation 〈np, B〉
for the simulation SIMF (southward IMF) left panel and
NIMF (northward IMF) on the right. The plots are given
in the magnetic equatorial plane (0.2 RM above the equa-
torial plane towards the north pole). The black solid lines
indicate an estimated bow shock and a magnetopause lo-
cations. Two magnetosheath regions indicated by the
black (dawn) and the white (dusk) rectangles are for
further reference as well as flowline shown in the black
dashed line.
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Figure 5. Colour scale plots of Γ in the magnetosheath
for the simulation SIMF on the left and for NIMF on
the right. Data plotted in the magnetic equator plane
with estimated location of a bow shock (red line) and a
magnetosheath (green line).
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Figure 6. Data from the SIMF simulation along a flow-
line crossing the dawn region suspected of mirror waves.
The flowline is indicated in the Figure 5 by the black
dashed line. Panel a) gives a magnetic field amplitude
normalized to the solar wind magnetic field, panel b) pro-
ton density normalized to the solar wind density, panel
c) Γ, panel d) beta, and panel d) temperature anisotropy.
The green solid vertical line denotes the position of a bow
shock.
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Figure 7. Results from spatial Fourier analysis of a
magnetic fluctuation δB from selected regions of the two
different simulations. Colour scale plots of δB2 as a func-
tion of k‖ and k⊥ for the southward IMF (SIMF) simu-
lation for the dawn (panel a)) and the dusk (panel c))
region. Results for the same analysis and region but for
the northward IMF (NIMF) simulation show panels b)
(for the dawn side) and d) (for the dusk side). The colour
scale is normalized magnetic energy in arbitrary units. A
star denotes main local maxima at the panel a).


